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Chapter -I

1. Fig-1.1 Jaintia Man wearing Dhoti and sleeveless Jacket.
2. Fig-1.2 Jaintia Man wearing a white turban and dhoti. Western style coat and a Khasi traditional shawl on his shoulder sitting in front of the monoliths at Nartiang, Jowai.
3. Fig-1.3 Jymphong a sleeveless Jacket worn by Khasi man during festival.
4. Fig-1.4 Thoh Saru Jainpien worn by Jaintia women (literally Black and white stripe patterned wrapper worn by Jaintia women on occasions).
5. Fig-1.5 Jainkyrshah (cloth that cover the upper part of the body) check pattern worn by Khasi and Jaintia women.
6. Fig-1.6 Jaintia women wearing Thoh Saru wrapper (literally meaning black and white stripes cloth worn on the waist covering the lower part of the body). Upper cloth known as Jainsem (Muga silk with red strip on the border).
7. Fig-1.7 Detail of a modern design on Dhara.
8. Fig-1.8 Improvised design on Jainsem worn by Jaintia women.
9. Fig-1.9
   A – (left to right) Kong Thran Tmung, Priti C Nartiang, Kong Kwick Tmung, Kong Shisha Syiem, Kong Sial Manih, Kong Mumtaj Suphai, Kong Ritisuk Tado, Kong New Tmung.
   B - Priti C Nartiang with weaver Kong Tomkomari Chetri

Chapter -II

10. Fig-2.1. Silk moth reared at home in Khasi and Jaintia hills.
11. Fig-2.2. The Endi threads in a spindle.
12. Fig-2.3. Cotton plants.
13. Fig-2.4. Different colour check patterns of Shawls worn by Khasi and Jaintia women.
14. Fig-2.5. Khasi woman separate the cotton from the seed or ginning of cotton on a wooden roller operated by hand. (Donbosco Museum).
15. Fig-2.6. Khasi woman beating the cotton to separate the lint’s using a bow and a stick. (Donbosco Museum).
16. Fig-2.7. The Endi yarn wound into a spindle.
17. Fig-2.8. The Endi cocoon after it is boiled.
18. Fig-2.9. The Endi cocoon before drying it is thoroughly washed.
19. Fig-2.10. Khasi woman spinning the Endi thread from the cocoon.
20. Fig-2.11. The tree on which lac is found.
21. Fig-2.12. The collected lac.
22. Fig-2.13. The Endi threads after it are dyed.
23. Fig-2.14. The local leaves added to the lac for getting red colour.
24. Fig-2.15. The Endi threads dyed in lac.
25. Fig-2.16. Turmeric or Curcuma longa a rhizomatous herbaceous perennial plant, grounded and used for dyeing.
26. Fig-2.17. Endi silk or Ailanthus Silk moth refers to the host plant; after it is dyed in turmeric.
27. Fig-2.18. Khasi woman weaving on the ground loom place indoor.
28. Fig-2.19. Ground loom seen in African also similar to the one still used in Khasi and Jaintia hills. “The Art of African Textiles”pg:-13, by Duncan Clarke
29. Fig-2.20. A Khasi Women working on the ground loom place outdoor on a mat.
30. Fig-2.21. Ktang Khasi and Dieng Longits a bobbin made of bamboo used to pass the weft between the warp threads.
31. Fig-2.22. Jain Kup (Shawl) yellow and red checks shawl used by Khasi and Jaintia women. Yellow dye- Turmeric; Red dye-lac (Laha).
32. Fig-2.23. Thoh Sara (Strip of Black and White) wrapper made with cotton yarn and natural dyed Black cotton yarn worn by Jaintia women.
33. Fig-2.24. Thoh Sara (literally meaning checks of Black and White) wrapper worn by Jaintia women in festivals.
34. Fig-2.25. Jain It, cotton used for carrying a child on the back.
35. Fig-2.26. Jain Kyrsah, a cloth worn as apron across the upper part of the body worn by the women of these tribes.
36. Fig-2.27. Detail of a designs seen on the cotton cloth used as belts to tie the wrapper by a Bhoi Khasi women.

**Chapter -III**

38. Fig-3.1. Royal female Khasi dancer seen in full patterned Dhara; Gold crown and gold ornaments.

39. Fig-3.2. The Khasi male and female dancers performing at the Shad Weiking festival.

40. Fig- 3.3. Bediengkhlam a festival celebrated by the Jaintia.

41. Fig- 3.4. ‘Shad Laho’ Festival of the Jaintia tribe.

42. Fig- 3.5. Jainpien Shad covering the waist down till the ankle.

43. Fig- 3.6. Khasi girl dancers in traditional attire at “Shad Weiking” a thanks giving festival held in month of April.

44. Fig- 3.7. ‘Ka Soppi Mukmor’ the velvet blouse with white laces seen on the neckline and on the arm line of the cloth, generally red colour or green colour is worn with the ‘Dhara Ksiar’ or Golden silk patterned cloth.

45. Fig- 3.8.

   A. Detail of the vertical design of Jainsem Dhara geometrical pattern bordered by entwined line pattern.

   B. Detail of the horizontal design seen on a Jainsem Dhara floral and geometrical patterns of three colours.

   C. Detail of the horizontal design which has above the design seen in plate-2.

46. Fig – 3.9

   A. A weaver at Sualkuchi, Assam, working on a Throw Shuttle loom.

   B. Muga warp threads with extra red dyed silk warp threads on a Throw Shuttle Loom.

   C. Woven Dhara with extra threads on the loom.

   D. Complete Dhara being taken out from the cloth beam of the loom.

47. Fig.3.10. General design pattern woven on a Sari is introduced in the Dhara worn by the Khasi female.

48. Fig.3.11. Pansngiat, a silver crown worn by Khasi Female dancers.

49. Fig.3.12. Lasubon, flowers seen on the back of the crown worn by Khasi female dancers.
50. Fig.3.13. **Lyngkyneng Ksiar Khang**, gold earrings worn by Khasi female dancers.
51. Fig.3.14. **Ksai Khyllong Rupa**, a silver chain hanging from the hair on the back.
52. Fig.3.15. **U Shan-Ryndang or Kanopad**, a golden neck ornament with semi-precious stones worn by Khasi female dancer.
53. Fig.3.16. **Kpieng Paila**, three rows of gold-cum-coral ball necklaces on her front, Khasi Female dancer.
54. Fig.3.17. **Tad**, silver armlets worn by Khasi female dancer.
55. Fig.3.18. **Mahu**, silver wrist ornaments worn by Khasi female dancers.
56. Fig 3.19. **Khadu Syngkha**, A gold wristlet worn by female dancer
57. Fig.3.20. **Khor**, a silk cloth used as turban by Khasi male dancer design believed to be of Chinese patterns.
58. Fig.3.21. **Ka Jymphong**, A sleeveless coat worn by Khasi male dancer to cover the upper part of the body.
59. Fig.3.22. **Siar Rynkoh**, Cock (a religious symbol for these tribes) on the back of the coat worn by Khasi male dancer.
60. Fig.3.23. Floral and foliage patterns on coat.
61. Fig.3.24. Long fringes on end of the coat.
62. Fig.3.25. **Banat**, a silk cloth belt worn on the waist by Khasi male dancer.
63. Fig.3.26. **Ka Boh Khaila** is a silk dhoti.
64. Fig.3.27. **U Thuia**, bird’s feathers preferred of a cock stuck on the turban.
65. Fig.3.28. **Kynjri Syngkai**, a silver chain worn on the Waist by the Khasi male dancer.
66. Fig.3.29. **U Symphiah**, a whisk made by yak tail.
67. Fig. 3 .30. Mastieh, A shield.
68. Fig.3.31. **A & B** Female dancers occupy the inner circle and the male dancers dance around the formed inner circle.
69. **Fig.3.32.** Band of Traditional Khasi musicians outside the dance arena.
70. **Fig.3.33.** Eggs, rice and rice beer is placed in the centre as thanksgiving gesture at **Shad Weiking Festival**.
71. **Fig.3.34.** Eggs, rice and rice beer is placed in the centre as thanksgiving gesture at **Shad Weiking Festival**.
72. **Fig.3.35.** Female from Royal family participates in the **Nongkrem Dance** festival.
73. Fig.3.36. Only Royal female member wears Pansngiat Ksiar a Crown of gold as well as gold ornaments in her arms and wrist.

74. Fig.3.37. *Behdeingkhlam* a festivals of the Jaintia tribes.

75. Fig.3.38. *La ho* dance thanks giving festivals of the Jaintia.

76. Fig.3.39. Muga or *Nara* a silk is an indigenous type of Jainsem worn by the Jaintia female dancer. *Jain Khyrwang*, a black and white wrapper worn below.

77. Fig.3.40. *Kpieng Paila Ksiar*, a coral cum gold neck ornament worn by Jaintia female dancer.

78. Fig.3.41. *Sala* or Turban worn by Jaintia men during festivals.

79. Fig.3.42. *Jymphong*, A sleeveless coat woven of cotton threads.

**Chapter IV**

80. Fig. 4.1. Chemical dyed silk at Weaver Service Center, Garikhana, Shillong.

81. Fig. 4.1  
   A. Chemical dyed silk at Weaver Service Center Sericultur Department Garikhana, Shillong.  
   B. Raw murlberry silk, at Laushmier, Shillong.

82. Fig.4.2. Weavers of these tribes encouraged by the Governmental Weavers Service Centre to weave full time by providing them throw shuttle looms.

83. Fig.4.3. Dhara with new design pattern woven at Weavers Service Centre, Garikhana, Shillong.

84. Fig. 4.3  
   A. Dhara with new design pattern woven at Weavers Service Centre, Garikhana, Shillong.  
   B. White Dhara with traditional motifs improvised by Weavers Service Centre, Garikhana, Shillong.

85. Fig. 4.4. Dhara with traditional motifs. An elephant and Tiger improvised by weavers at Weaver Service Centre, Garikhana, Shillong.

86. Fig. 4.5. Jainkup. Check shawl for female of these tribes for daily purpose woven at Weaver Service Centre, Shillong.

87. Fig 4.6. Jainpien, a wrapper worn by women, woven at Weaver Service Centre, Shillong using machine spinned yarns and are chemical dyed threads.
Chapter - V

88. Fig 5.1.
   A. Basket crafts an art in Khasi and Jaintia tribes.
   B. Basket of various kinds.

89. Fig.5.2 A & B. Huts walls are woven by using bamboo and the design pattern are plain or twill weave.

90. Fig.5.3. Traditional design selected with utmost care to maintain ethnicity of their culture.

91. Fig.5.4. Dhara has a design pattern which is the repetition of this unit that forms the overall pattern.

92. Fig.5.5. Siar Rynkoh meaning Cock which is their religious symbol – painted on cloth.

93. Fig.5.6. Khor silk cloth used for turban by Khasi male dancers.( Picture of an original piece of old Khor in one of the collections of samples with an Assam weavers given for reference to weave by these tribes.)

94. Fig.5.7. Different Tribes of North east in their own traditional costume: A-one of the tribes of Nagaland; B-Manipuri tribes; C-Tripuri tribes; D-Arunachali tribes; E-Mizo tribes; F- Karbi tribes; G-Hajong tribes; H- Chakma tribes and I-Bodo tribes.

95. Fig. 5.8. Royal female dancers with an overall patterned Dhara with Black Tiger Motifs on the borders.

96. Fig.5.9. Gold Crown worn by Royal Members.

97. Fig. 5.10. Silver Crown worn by Khasi Dancers.

98. Fig.5.11. Silver crown with semi-precious stones.

99. Fig.5.12. the silver chains called Iop-Iop.

100. Fig.5.13. Ksai Khyllong silver ornament hanging at the back below the hair bun.

101. Fig.5.14. U Kpieng Paila Ksia, gold cum coral necklace worn by female dancers.

102. Fig.5.15. U Kpieng Paila Ksia , Kpieng Heh, Kpieng Pdeng, Kpieng rit.

103. Fig.5.16. Kynjri Tabah Shynrang silver chain worn by Khasi Male dancers.
104. Fig. 5.17. One single silver squarish design that joins the chains and have engraved floral design on it.

105. Fig. 5.18. *Kynjri Tabah*, silver chains worn by female dancers with no engraved designs.

106. Fig. 5.19. *Shan Ryndang or Kanopad* gold cum coral neck rest ornaments for Khasi male dancer.

107. Fig. 5.20. *Shan Ryndang or Kanopad* gold neck rest with protruding circular designs with semi-precious stones making it prominent.

108. Fig. 5.21. *Mahu*, silver wristlets with geometrical designs similar to the one seen in Dhara.

109. Fig. 5.22. *Tad*, a silver armlet with intricate design with floral form with semi-precious stones.

110. Fig. 5.23. *Ka Ksiair Lang Kyrneng* a gold earring common for both male and female with fan like design.

111. Fig. 5.24. *Ka Ksiair Lang Kyrneng* a gold earring worn by female dancer.

112. Fig. 5.25. *Kynjri Syngkai*, a silver chain worn on the waist.

113. Fig. 5.26. Square plates which joined the Kynjri Syngkai.

114. Fig. 5.27. *Ryngkap or Quiver* which contains silver arrows.

115. Fig. 5.28. *Ka Waitlam* a sword used while dancing by male members.

116. Fig. 5.29. A & B. Sualkuchi Weavers village in Assam.

117. Fig. 5.30.

    A. Cloth woven on a Throw Shuttle loom in Sialkuchi, Assam.
    B. Looking at the textile with the Weavers.
    C. Interviewing the Weavers, at Sialkuchi.
    D. The Weaver Mr. Ram Bayan who weaves the Ka Jainspong, Khor for the Khasi.
    E. Wife of the Weaver at Sialkuchi demonstrating the wearing of Jaintia attire.

118. Fig. 5.31. A,B,C & D. Women in their traditional attire attending wedding ceremony and social gatherings.

119. Fig. 5.32. A,B,C,D,E & F. Wearing of best traditional attire by the tribes on Sunday’s to go to their Prayer hall.